
The Marrow Thieves 
Cherie Dimaline
SF TEEN DIMALINE
In a world where most people have
lost the ability to dream, a fifteen-
year-old Indigenous boy who is still
able to dream struggles for survival
against an army of "recruiters" who
seek to steal his marrow and return
dreams to the rest of the world.

Hunting by Stars
Cherie Dimaline
SF TEEN DIMALINE
This engrossing, action-packed,
deftly-drawn novel expands on the
world of The Marrow Thieves, and it
will haunt readers long after
they’ve turned the final page.

An Indigenous Peoples’ History of
the United States for Young People 
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
INDIGENOUS HISTORY JNF MEN 
Examines the legacy of Indigenous
peoples' resistance, resilience and
fight against imperialism in the
United States, revealing the roles
that colonialism and American
policies played in forming a national
identity.  

Hearts Unbroken 
Cynthia Leitich Smith
TEEN SMITH
Louise Wolfe breaks up with her
first boyfriend after he makes a
racist remark about her Native
American heritage, and begins
writing in the school newspaper
about the racial hostilities exposed
by the casting of the school play.

The Night Watchman
Louise Erdrich 
ERDRICH
A historical novel based on the life
of the author’s grandfather traces
the experiences of a Chippewa
Council night watchman in mid-
19th-century rural North Dakota
who fights Congress to enforce
Native American treaty rights.

Teen & Adult
This Town Sleeps
Dennis Staples
STAPLES
Part mystery, part ghost story, a
long unsolved murder becomes the
singular fixation of an Indigenous
American man living in far northern
Minnesota as he grapples with his
identity and that of his lover, a
heavily closeted white man.   

The Break
Katherena Vermette
VERMETTE
A series of shifting narratives reveal
how a multigenerational
Indigenous family deals with the
fallout of a shocking crime.         

Girl Called Echo
Katherena Vermette
GRAPHIC TEEN ECHO
Echo is a thirteen-year-old Métis
girl who is struggling at a new
school and living with a new foster
family. Then an ordinary day in
history class turns extraordinary,
and Echo is transported through
time to a bison hunt on the
Saskatchewan prairie. 

Winter Counts
David Weiden
WEIDEN
A groundbreaking thriller about a
vigilante on a Native American
reservation who embarks on a
dangerous mission to track down
the source of a heroin influx.      



A Snake Falls to Earth
Darcie Little Badger 
SF TEEN LITTLE BADGER 
 This breathtaking work of
Indigenous futurism draws on
traditional Lipan Apache
storytelling structure to weave an
unforgettable tale of monsters,
magic and family.

Apple
Eric Gansworth
BIOGRAPHY TEEN GANSWORTH 
This uniquely written novel-in-verse,
set to the pacing of Beatles songs, is a
powerful, honest and profoundly raw
memoir about growing up in the
Native community.

Poet Warrior 
Joy Harjo
BIOGRAPHY HARJO
Three-term poet laureate Joy Harjo
offers a vivid, lyrical and inspiring call
for love and justice in this
contemplation of her trailblazing life.

Fire Song
Adam Garnet Jones
TEEN JONES
Shane’s rocky road to finding himself
takes many twists and turns, but
ultimately ends with him on a path
that doesn’t offer easy answers, but
that leaves the reader optimistic
about his fate.

Notable Native People
Adrienne Keene
INDIGENOUS HISTORY KEE 
This celebration of lives, stories and
contributions of 50 notable Native
American people highlights the vital
impact Indigenous dreamers and
leaders have made on the world.

Elatsoe
Darcie Little Badger
SF TEEN LITTLE BADGER
Elatsoe—Ellie for short—lives in an
alternate America shaped by the
ancestral magics and knowledge of its
Indigenous and immigrant groups.
She can raise the spirits of dead
animals—most importantly, her ghost
dog Kirby. When her beloved cousin
dies, all signs point to a car crash, but
his ghost tells her otherwise: he was
murdered.

Dopesick
Beth Macy 
SOCSCI PSYCH MACY 
Through unsparing, compelling
and unforgettably humane
portraits of families and first
responders determined to
ameliorate the opioid epidemic,
each facet of the crisis comes into
focus.

Dreamland
Sam Quinones 
SOCSCI QUI
A revelatory account of the
corrosive threat facing America and
its heartland, with a memorable
cast of characters—pharma
pioneers, young Mexican
entrepreneurs, narcotics
investigators, survivors and
parents.

The Least of Us
Sam Quinones
SOCSCI QUI
 A searing follow-up to Dreamland
that explores the terrifying next
stages of the opioid epidemic and
the quiet yet ardent stories of
community repair.

Girl Gone Missing 
Marcie Rendon 
MYS RENDON 
Nineteen-year-old Cash Blackbear
helps law enforcement solve the
mysterious disappearance of a
local girl from Minnesota's Red
River Valley in small-town
Minnesota in the 1970s.


